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About This Game
The illegitimate love child of Space Invaders and Tetris.
Blockships is a game about building the biggest baddest ship by blasting your buddies’ t 5d3b920ae0
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Been playing Blockships for a long time, at various trade shows, and it's just pure unadulterated fun. Everyone from young to
old gets it immediately and then it's just game after game of explosions, laughter, and victorious cheering. It's easy to pick up
but there's a great amount of depth and strategic awareness to the gameplay. You try to keep track of both the contents and
positioning of your opponents' ship parts, the blocks scattered around the level, and the blocks you have available. Building to
counter opponents on-the-fly is super unique, and the entire battlefield can change in an instant with a skillfully placed shot..
First played this at a gaming event and thought it was a great party game. It has that sense of drama that all good party games
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need, players being able to come back from near defeat and then clinch victory. Also it's very easy to just pick up and start
playing . The player selection screen is cleverly turned into a practice area before the match starts so any new people can get the
hang of things very quickly. Recently downloaded so I could play some younger relatives aged 5, 13 and 16. All had great fun
playing and requested it again. Will def play agian with friends/family especially as new content gets added.. Such an amazing
game! Played multiple rounds at Insomnia 58, and came second in a tournament! Looking forward to having online play so I can
beat my friends in far away countries! :). I love this game! When it works. I had loads of controller problems and I basically had
to programme the controls myself. Apart from that when I FINALLY got it working it made an amazing party game.. Now this
game. I'm so happy I went to EGX: just for finding out about this game. You will not find anothergame quite like this. It is so
fun. The game is so well refined, being a bit fiddly to rotate blocks and remove blocks from corners of a cube structure. But this
shouldn't push your choice away from it. If you think you could enjoy it, even if the features such as online multiplayer and bots
arn't there yet, support it, buy it, try to get some friends to try it out with you. Bottom line is you won't regret backing this game
as that u00a34.99 / $6.25 / u20ac5.89 will aid these talented people form a full game of content. This game is amazing!!!!!!
Why hasn't this been done yet, 90s?! what the hell where game companies doing?! So simple and yet so amazing.. no single
player mode. Itu00b4s an really awsome Game and makes a lot of fun, and it makes even more fun when you play wih more
Players. Itu00b4s still in a very early stage of development, there are no settings etc. but worth every penny. Also for me I have
to use controllers because keyboard doesenu00b4t work, at least for me. I would recommend this Game to everyone with
friends, because right now you canu00b4t play it alone.. I saw this game at the Gadget Show Live and thought the concept was
amazing. The gameplay is very entertaining and doesn't get boring easily considering the size of the game. At the time of writing
this, only local multiplayer is possible but I can see online multiplayer being a large part of this game in the future. The
mechanics of the game work perfectly and there isn't anything in the game that seems out of place when playing. Although the
game is still in its early stages, it still is extremely fun to play and watch. There are massive amounts of potential for other
additions like game modes or single player. I can even see workshop content working well with this game in the future.
Summary I would recommend buying this game for local multiplayer or in advance for when online multiplayer will be released.
The game is addictive and extremely fun to play and can become extremely intense with the full 4 players. Extra info - The
game plays much better with a controller - There are keyboard inputs, but they cannot be configured - Right now the game is
very small and is in very early stages.. This is an incredibly fun game to play with a couple of friends. It is quick and easy to
learn and the rounds are fast-paced. A simple game with anyone, whether a serious gamer or new to video games, can pick up
easily. Strongly recommended.. Super fun game to play, I found this at EGX.
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